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Abstract. Varions aspects of using language·level syntaCtic and semantic constraints to improve the performance of word recognition algorithms are discnssed. Following a brief presentation of a hypothesis generation model for
handwriaen word recognition. varions types of language· level constraints are
rev1?ed. Methods that exploit !hese characteristics are discussed including
imra-document word conelation. common vocabularies, part-of-speecb. tag cooccurrence. SlIUctural parsing with a cb.art data structure. and semantic biasing
with a thesaurns.
1. Introduction
Information above the level of individual words can significantly improve the
performance of algorithms that Iransfonn images of text into their ASCII
equivalent. This area of research uses algorithms and tecb.niques from graphical
text layout. information retrieval. and narural language processing. to modify
recognition decisions so that they are consistent with the contexrual information
provided by a coherent passage of text.
The paradigm for b.andwriting recognition assumed by the teclmiques
presented in this paper is shown in Figure 1. Woro images segmented from a
passage of text are passed to a word recognition algorithm that computes a
ranked set of n b.ypotheses or potential word decisions that are cb.osen from a
dictionary. RefeIred to as the neighborhood of the word. ~ ~ypot)resis set
. should rank the catrect deCision at the top positiOn as ofien as possible. In cases
wb.ere the most Jtighly ranked choice is not the correct decision. it should appear
somewhere in the neighborhood. The word recognition algorithm can use a combination of isolated character recognition. postprocessing of the character decisions versus the dictionary. and wholistic word recognition [12]. The methods
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for language-level analysis discussed in this paper utilize global contexrual information extracted from the entire document to improve the performance of the
word recognition recImique. '
The definition of improved performance in word recognition has many
aspects. The most basic is an overall improvement in correct rate. Le.. rearranging the neighborhood so lhat the top decision is correct more often. Also,
a reduction in the size of the neighborhood improves performance as long as an
error is not introduced. This happens when the correct word is removed.
Another important aspect of imProving perrormance is det=ining a Sllbset of
words from the input document lhat have a higher probability of correctness than
lhat provided by the recognition algorithm. Such a Sllbset of high confidence
decisions can be nsed as "islands" 10 drive further processing of the other neighborlioods.
Many techniques have been used to improve the performance of text recogn.ition algorithms. !laird used the semantics of chess to select a sequence of character decisions that produced a legal series of chess moves [I]. The simultaneous use of character transitional probabilities and word collocation statistics has
also been adclre&d [16]. Natural la.n,,"Uage infonnation. including onbographic
constraints. syntactic and semantic knowledge have been discussed [5].
Language-level syntaCtic knowledge is also an imponant' Palt of many
approaches 10 speech recognition [27]. Several methods have been used that
incorporate syntaCtic infonnation including probabilities [25], and chart
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Figure 1. Paradigm for text recognition.
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parsing [3.26].
Five contextual consuaints that are useful for improving the performance of a
text recognition algorithm are discussed in !his paper. Graphical constraints
refer to the context between words within a document prepared by a single
writer. The consistency of physical writing style within a document allows for
the detemlination of clusters of equivalent wold images. The clusters are then
mapped onto language statistics and fwlction words (shoo. frequently OCCUIring
words such as the, of, and, a, and to.) are recognized. Also. clusters are locared'
that contain. potential keywords or coment words that indicate the topic of !he
passage of texL This method improves performance by recognizing function
words with high confidence. Also. clusters of potential content words are used to
generate feature representations that improve their recognition performance.

Vocabulary constraints are the co=onality between the words used by
authors when writing a passage of text about a speciJi.c topic. These conslraWts
narrow the gap between the large dictionary that is needed for general purpose
word recognition (on the order of 100.000 or more words) and the limited vocabu\lfy that may be used in a given document (maybe as few as 200 to 500).
Techniques from information retrieval are used to match the neighborhoods 'of
word decisions calculated from an image to ASCII documents in a free-rext database. The vocabularies from the most similar documents are used to locate a
subset of word decisions that are correct with high COnfideDCe.
Statistical constraints quantify the predictive ability of words or other grammatical characteristics in a text passage. The most co=on of these are word
collocation data. Another technique is -to use the information given by the
of-speech tag (e.g.. noun. verb. etc.) for a word to constrain adjacent pan-ofspeech tagS. Only word decisions with those tagS are "legal" in the given COIltexL This technique improves the overall performance of a word recognition
algorithm by removing words from ueighborhoods that do not have the estimated
grammatical characteristic.

Pan-

Structural-syntactic constraints refer to the information provided by a full
parse for a sentence_ Typically calculated by a structural method such as a chan
parser. the parse for a sentence expresses syntactic information from several COlltiguous words. A modified chart parser that operares directly on the neighborhoods provided by a word recognition algorithm can chOOse decisions from the
. neighborhoods that are consistent with the entire sentence. This technique
improves text recognition performance by choosiDg the single best decision for
each word. ModiJi.cations that use multiple parses to increase the number of
choices for each word are also possible.
Structural-seTTUlntic constraints refer to the "glue" that binds together words
within a documenL Because of the commonality of theme within a coherent
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passage. it has been observed that groups of words can be identified that are
about the same subject. For example. a passage of text about a river is likely to
contain the words wate,. boat. dock. banJc. and so on. The semantic relationship
between words can be calculated from a data strucrure such as a thesaurus. This
information is used to improve the performance of a text recognition algorithm
by constraining decisions for selected words to be similar in topic.
The rest of this paper discusses each of the categories mentioned above in
more detail Example algorithms are given and the ability of those techniques to
improve text recognition is discussed

2. Graphical Constraints
The consistency of writing style within a handwrirten document is a valuable
SOW'Ce of information that can improve recognition performance. Given a document written by a single person. the commonality of appearance between images
of the same word can allow for the determination that two images are equivalent.
That is. ~ represent the same word.
Statistics about the frequency of word occurrence within docmoerus are a
valuable constraint on the repetition of distinct words. This has been used far
salving substitution ciphers and OCR processes (20). Two especially useful
word occurrence characteristics are the frequency of junction words aDd the internal frequency of conrenl words within a document.
Function words are short determiners ar prepositions that supply syntactic
information abOut nearby words. For example. over 75 pen:ent of !he wards that
follow a determiIter are either common nouns or adjectives. Examples of func·
tion words include the. oJ. and. a. and co. In fact. these five words as well as the
other five
common function words account for about 23 perceut of the word
tokens in the over one million words of running text known as the Brown
Corpus (18J.

most

Content words are usually noUDS that convey information about the topic of
an article. Often. the same content words recur several times within an article.
This effect is utilized in document classification and information retrieval tech·
niques that select keywords based on their frequency. Often the first step in .
locating a keyword (index tenn) is 10 discard the most frequeut words. which
_ tend.. 10.. be.iunction.. words; and choose the words frntn the iemainiilg 'set that
have high internal frequency within the document (24J. These methods have
also been extended to phrasal indexing that uses repeated groups of words to
improve the effectiveness of dOCUinent classification.
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The accurate recognition of both function and content words is essential in a
text recognition system. The syntactic information provided by function words
can be used to constrain the choices for nearby words. Becanse of their importance for document classification and subsequent infol'llllition retrieval processes.
content words must also be correctly recognized.
An algorithm has been proposed that uses information about the repetition of
words within a document to improve the recognition of both function and content
words [17]. Ousters of equivalenz word images are determined by malChing'
images to one another and improved prototypes are generated for the words in a
cluster by using inter-image redundancy to eliminate noise. Function words are
then recognized by a combination of intra-clust.er and inter-cluster statistical
characteristics as well as mruching to stored prototypes.

Advantages of the technique include its limited use of an explicit recognition
algorithm. The basic operation of word image matching implies that relatively
high noise levels can be tolerated. Toucbing. broken. or degraded characters that
would render typical recognition algorithms useless are easily compensated for
by:ia'ler-word redundancy.
FIgUre 2 outlines the steps of the word image matching algorithm. Word
images from an entire sample of text are segmented. and sent to a clustering
algorithm sequentially. The algorithm iteratively groups the images into clusters
of equivalent words. The ideal result is a number of clusters. each containing all
the occurrences of a specific word in the document

Several operations are then performed on the resulting word image clusters.
Cluster idenzijication refers to the process of identifying the word contained in a
given cluster. possibly without direct recogrtition of the word images. This is
done by using both language statistics and cluster properties. This method of
identifying the ccmt.ent of clusters is more effective with clusters containing the
function words becanse their frequency of occurrence in the language is more
likely to match their frequency of occurrence in a docmnent
The clusters containing potential content words are located by inspecting the
IrIIIIlber of words in each cluster and the lengths of those words. Using the
redundancy between images in these clusters. improved (less noisy) prototypes
for the content words are generated. A WOld recognition algorithm (not
described bete) could then be applied to the improved prototypes to yield better
perform-ance-tbmw 6\iliI be -possible on the individual imageS.
This technique has been successfully applied to machine-printed documents.
Over 95 percent of the function words in a set of documents were lecognized and
93 percent of the important keywords were located (17]. These experimems
were conducted on documents that exhibited moderate to extreme noise.
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word
images

Figure 2. Word image matehing algorithm.

The extension of this and other techniques that use graphical context to
handwritten docmnents would depend on the success of the algorithm that determines whether two wools are equivalent. This poses an interesting problem for
future research. An important consideration would be whether on-line or off·line
samples would be used.

3. Vocabulary Similarity

Word recognition algorithms utilize the dictiooary directly in the recognition process. effectively employing word-level context in processmg image data.
Representations for words from a dictionary are matched to word images in
dOCUJDellts. The result is a ranking of the dictionary for each word image where
words that are ranked closer to the top have a higher probability of being coaect
A consideration in using word recognition is that a large dictionary (On the order
of 100.000 or more words) may_be needed to guaranree that aimost any word
tfu.t-coUldbe encoii.n~ in an inpur document would exist in the dictionary.

Errorn in the outpur of a word recognition system can be caused by several
sources. When a noisy document image is input the top choice of a word recog'
nition system may only be correct a relatively small proportion of the time.
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However. the ranking of the dictionary may include the correct choice among its
top N guesses (N=1O. for example) in nearly 100 percent of the cases.
An observation about COIIIeXt beyond the individual word level that is used
here concerns the vocabulary of a documenL Even thougil the vocabulary over
which word recognition is computed may contain 100.000 or more words. a rypical document may acruaJly use fewer !han 500 different words. Thus. higher
accuracy in word recognition is bound to result if the vocabulary of a document
could be predicted and the decisions of a word recognition algorithm were
selected only from that limited seL

A teclmique has recently been proposed in which the N best recognition
choices for each word are used in a probabilistic model for information retrieval
to locale a set of similar documents in a database [15J. The vocabulary of those
documents is then used to select the recognition decisions from the word recognitiOli sySIem that have a high probability of correctness. A useful side effect of
matching word recognition results to documents from a database is that the topic
of the input document is indicated by the titles of the matching documents from
the database.
:'JI?

3.1. Algoritbm Description
The algorithmic framework discussed in this paper is presented in Figure 3.
Word images from a document are inpnL Those images are passed to a word
recognition algorithm that matches them to entries in a large dictionary. Neighborhoods or groups of words from the dictionary are computed for each input
image. The neighborhoods contain words that are visually similar to the input

word images.
A matching algorithm is then executed on the word recognition neighborhoods. A subset of the documentS in a pre-dassified database of ASCII text
samples are located that luIve similar topics to the input document The
hypothesis is that those documents should also share a significant portion of their
vocabulary with the input document
Entries in the neighborhoods are selected based on their appearance in the
ma!ching documents_ The output of the algorithm are words that have an
improved probability of being correct based on !heir joint appearance in ba!h the
_ ","ord. ~pgnition neighborhoods as weU as the matx:hlngdocuments. These are
words that are both visoally similar to the input and are in the vocabulary of the
docnmems with similar topics.
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Figure 3. Vocahulary malChing algorithm.

3.2. Document Matching Algorithm
The matching algorithm that detennines the documents in the database that are
mosLsimilar _. tothe . lnput -is--based -on--tbe -vector space--mode/ for informationretrieval [23]. In this approach. a document is represented by a vector of index
terms or keywords.· The similirity between a query and a document or between
two documenlS is calculated by the inner product of !he term vectors where each

e.na-y in the vectors is equal to one if the corresponding term is present and zero
otherwise.
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An alternate formulation is to replace the binary values by weights that
represent the importance of the canesponding word or phrase in representing the
content of the doCument. One method for calculating the weight assigned to
word k in document i is:

(1)

where. if i/; is the frequency of term k in document i. n. is the nnmber of documents in the database that contain term k. and N is the total nmnber of documents in the database.
This formulation assigns higher weights to terms that occur frequently inside
a document but less frequently in other documents. This is based on the assumption that those termS should be more important for representing the content of the
document. Thus. the co-occunence of terms with high weights in two documents~ould indicate that their topics are similar.
The din:ct use of the weight calculation expressed in equation (1) would
assume the presence of a word recognition system with 100 percent accuracy. A
modification is proposed in calculating the term frequency for a word in an input
document that accounts for the imprecision in the recognition results. Instead of
accumulating a unit weight for each occurrence of a word. the term frequency for
a word is taken as the sum of the probabilities assigned to that word by the
recognition algorithm.
The calculation of the extemal frequency of words in other docuntents in the
database is UIlChanged since their true ASCII representation exists.

3.3. Similarity Calculation

The similarity between two documents i and j. as mentioned above. can be calculated as the inner product between their weight vectors:
I

sim(Dj.Dj)=I;wik

._1

w)l

for the I index terms that occur in either one or both of the documents.
In the application discussed here. the index terms in an ASCII document are
calculated from the non-slOp words and non-proper nOUDS. S top words occur frequently in a normal text passage and convey IitIle meaning. Proper nouns are
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names of specific persons. places. or things. Every other word is assumed to be
an "index!em1" for the purpose of mruch.ing.

3.4. Experimental Results
The word decision selection algorithm discussed above was demonstrated on the
Brown corpus [18]. The Brown corpus is a collection of over one million words
of running lext iliat is divided into 500 samples of approximately 2000 words
each. The samples were selected from 15 subject categories or genres and the
number of samples in each genre was set to be representative of the amount of
text in iliat subject area at the time the corpus was compiled.

One of me samples in the Brown corpus was selected as a test document to
demons Irate the algorithm discussed above. This sample is denoted 002 (the
second sample from genre G: Belles Lettres) and is an article entitled Toward a
Concepr of National Responsibility. by Arthur S. Miller iliat appeared in the
December. 1961 edition of the Yale Review.
'IlI&e are 2047 words in the running text of G02. After removing siop words
and proper nouns. there were 885 words left Neighborhoods were generated for
those words by a simulation of a word recognition algorithm that used the 53.000
unique words from the entire Brown corpus as its dictionary.
The ten most visually similar dictionary words were calculated for each input
word. This provided 8850 neighbors overall. The word shape calculation had
performance of 87 percent correct in the top choice and 99 percent correct in the
top ten choices.
The training data for the matching process and the word decision selection
algorithm was the other 499 samples in the Brown corpus besides 002. The
document macching algorithm described earlier was used to rank the other 499
samples for their similarity to G02.
The ten most similar samples in the Brown corpus. as determined by the
malclring algorithm. are listed in Table 1. It is interesting to observe how similar
their titles are to that of G02. For example. the most similar sample is J42
whose title is The Political Foundation of International Law. This group of
similar articles illusD:ates the side-effect of the matching algorithm since it essen·
tialIy classifies the content of a document by indicating the samples that it is
most ··siniilar-to. The elfeCrlveness of the document classification task could be
improved by applying further preprocessing to the text samples in the database.
More detailed representations of the database documents could be used in a more
complex classification algorithm.
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Table L Ten most similar samples to G02
rank

1
2
3
4

5
6
7

8
9
10

somple
142
122

G2S
HOl
H2O
G72
035
H22

HI9
GIO

U~e

The Political Foundation of InttTn.3[iomi Law
The Emerging Nations
The RestOl"01IiOll ofTndirJoo
An Aa for IntenWional Development
DevelopJtl.C1t Prosnm for the NalionaJ forestS
For a Concert of Free Nations
Peace with Justice
U.s. Treaties and Other Inlernalioil31 Agreements
Peace c".", Foot Book
How Ule Civil War Kept you Sovereim

3.5. Word Decision Selection Results
The ability of the most similar samples detennined by the matching procedure 10
select the ccrrect ward decisions from the neighborhoods was tested. The lop
choires of the recognition algaitbm were filtered by comparing them to the most
similar samples and retaining the words that occurred in those samples. The
tbree selection criteria that were tested included overall peIionnance in which all
the top recognition choices in G02 that occurred anywhere in the similar samples

were retained.
The CO2 ·nouns condition refers 10 the case where only the lOp choices for
the nouns in G02 that matChed any of the nouns in the similar samples were
retained. The application of this selection criteria in a worlring system would
assume the presence of a part-of-speech (POS) lagging algorithm that would
assign POS tags 10 word ~aes.

In the matching-nouns condition. only the nouns in !l:je 5j~ilar samples__ w.ere "
"''dSedt6-filter-llielDprecogiiition" chOiCeS. ThiS case was explored ' because the
nouns may be considered 10 carry more information about the conlellt of a text
passage than verbs or words with other parts of speech. Thus. the co-occurrence
of nouns in two documents about similar topics should be due less 10 chance
than other word types.
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The results of word decision selection when applied to the original word
recognition output (with 13% error at the top choice) are summarized in Table 2.
When all the words in the most similar sample (J42) wen: matcbed to the top
recognition decisions for G02 (top left entry in Table 2). it was discovered that
251 of those top decisions also occurred in J42. Of those. only nine words were
erroneous marches. This COIreSponds 10 an error rate of about four percenL In
other words. the correct rate for 28 pe=t of the inpm words was raised 10 96
percent from the 87 percent provided by the word recognition algorithm alone.
The other results show that as more of the similar samples are used to filter
the word recognition ompuL a progressively higher percentage of the eligible
neighboriuxxls are included and the correct rate remains stable. For example. in
the overall condition using the four most similar samples. 441 of the 885 (50%)
input words were effectively recOgDized with a correct rate of 972 percent. The
results for the G02·nouns matching ccmdition show that up to 26 percent of the
input can be recognized With a 99.16 percent correct rate. In the nouns·lTUJlching
condition. 29 percent of the input words can be recogDized with a 97 percent

correct rate.

Table 2. Wad selection perf~ on the 885 neighborhoods.
decision selcc:tioo eriLeria

samples
uoed

owrall
match..

"""

1

251

2

345

3
4

393
441
451
459
474
483
498

9
11
12
12
12
13
16
16
16

S26

22

5
6
7
8
9
10

COI1'.%
96
97
97
97
98
97
97
97
97
96

. G02·110Un.s
muches em
2
130

In

2

199

2
2
2
2
3
3
3
4

129
234
248
254

2S4
261

300

noun.NltaJching
enrr.~

matches

elTS

eorr. ~

98
99
99
99
99
99
99
99
99
99

187
241
257
258
272

6
6
6
8
9
9

280
284
288
296

97
97
98
97
97
96
96

II
\I
12

206

11

%
96

%
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4. Statistical Constraints
The statistical lrlIDSitions between pairs of words are one soo= of symactic
information that have been used to improve word recognition [10]. Alternatives
for the idenrificarlon of a word were removed from consideration if they never
followed the previous word in a large training sample of teXt. Even though this
technique improved pe!formance, it was computationally unacceptable as the
transitions were difficult to estimate with even very large samples of text
An improvement on word-to-word transitions was to model language syntax .
with binary constrainIs between a group of words with the same shape and the
syntactic classes that could follow them [Ill. The constraints were compiled
from a training teXt and applied to restrict the decisions for the syntactic class of
a word to be consistent with the shape of the previous word. Even this limited
binary information was shown to be effective at reducing the average number of
words that could match any image by about 16 percent on average with an error
rate of about ODe percent An error occurred when a word was erroneously .
removed from consideration.

"This section discusses an algorithm that models English grammar as a Markov process where the probability of observing any syntactic Category is dependent on the syntactic category of the previous word or words [14]. This model
is applied to text recognition by first using a word recognition algorithm to supply a number of alternatives for the identity of each word. The syntactic
categories of the alternatives for the words in a sewence are then input to a
modified Viterbi algorithm that deteIInirtes the sequences of syntactic categories
that best match the input An alternative for a word decision is output only if its
symactic category is included in at least one of these sequences. The Markov
model improves word recognition performance if the number of alternatives for a
word are reduced without removing the correct choice.
4.1. Syntax Model
The syntax of a sentence is summarized as the sequence of grammatical
categories for each of its words. There are several ways to define the grammatical categories. The part-of-speech (POS) tags assigned to each word are one
definition. ·Por example, in the sentence "He was at work.", He is a pronoun.
was is a verb, III is a preposition. and work is a noun.
Since the appearance of a grammatical category probabilisticaIIy constrains
the categories that can follow it. a Markov model is a natural representation for

syntax [19]. An example of such a constraint are the probabilities that certain
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POS tags follow an article in a large sample of text. The word following an article is a sin"oular or mass noun in 51 percent of all cases and is an adjective 20
percent of the time. The other 29 percent of OCCWTellCeS are scattered over 82

olher syntactic classes [7].
A hidden Markov model (HMM) can be specified that links Ihe recognition
process described earlier and a Markov model for lan.,auage syntaX [21l. The
grammatical categories in the English language are assumed to be Ihe N Slales of
a discrere r Ih order Markov process. The States are defined to be POS tags.
Many words can be assigned one POS tag and a relatiVely small number (typically 25 to 100) of POS tags have been used for English.
In Ihe word recognition algorithm. the states are "hidden" because they are
not obseIvahle at run-dme. Rather. the feature vector that describes a word
image is the observable event. The number of such feature vectors is finite and
provides a fixed number of observalion symbols.
The transition from one state to another is described by a Slaie IransiIion probabiliry distribution. If the Markov process is assumed to be first order. this distribution can be given by an N ;r N matrix. A second order assumption would
imply. use of an N ;r N ;r N probability distributiOD matrix.
There is also a probabilistic mapping function from the set of observations
onto Ihe set of states. Each observation is first mapped onto a set of words by
the neighbodlood generation or word recognition algorithm. Each word is
assigned a probability of correctness by this proress. Those words are then
mapped onto the set of POS tags by a many-t~ne function. The probability of
an observarion given that the process is in a specific state is provided by a combination of che recognition and word-to-state mapping probabilities. This is
sometimes refemd to as Ihe confusion probabi/ily.
There are also initial and final slale dislriburions chat specify Ihe probability
that Ihe model is in each state for the first and last words in a sentellCe. These
constraints can be powerful. For example. it has been observed in a sample of
newspaper reportage that !he first word in a sentence is an article or a proper
noun with probability 0.31 and 0.14. respectively. The olher 55 percent is
divided among 24 other classes.

The HMM is completely specified by Ihe five elements just deSClibed (states.
observation symbols. state transition probabilities. observation symbol probabilities. and iniLiaI probabilities). The HMM is applied to word recognition by
_estimating !he. sequence of"states with the maximum a-posterior probability of
occunence for a given sequence of observations (fearure vectors). The performance of the word recognition algorithm is imploved by reducing neighborhoods
so that lhey contain only words that map ontO states in the estimated seqnence.
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The estimation of the sequence of states with the maximum a-posterior pr0bability of occurrence is efficiently performed by the Vilerbi algorithm [6). The
adaptation of the Vuerbi algorithm to this problem is similar to its use in postprocessing character decisions [9J. The Viterbi algorithm has also been su=sfully used for speech recognition [2).

4.2. Example
An example of applying the HMM: for syntactic constraints is sbown in Figure 4.
The original input senteDCe is sbown along the the top of the figure (HE WAS
AT WORK). The compiete neighbOlhoods for each word are sbown below the
input words. Each word is sbown along wilh an indication of its syntactic class
and the confusion probability for that neighborhood given the syntactic class.
The first and third words in the senteDCe have only one word in their neighborhoods. The second neighborhood contains eight different words. two of which
hav~t syntaCtic classes. The fourth neighborllood contains six different
words. one of which has three different syntactic tags.
The transition probabilities are sbown along the arcs. It is seen that some
transitions. such as PPS-NNS (third person nominative pronoun followed by a
plural noun) never occurred in the training text and hence have a probability of
zero. Other transitions are much more likely. such as PPS-VBD (third person
nominative pronoun followed by a verb in the past tense, e.g .. he ran) which has
a probability of 0.3621.
In this case, the top choice of the Viterbi algorithm was PPS-BEDZ-IN-NP
and the second choice was PFS-BEDZ-IN-NN. In the top choice. three of the
four classes included the correct identification for each word. The correct answer
for the fourth word (NN) was only contained in the secorul choice of the Vuerbi.

4.3. Experimental Investigation
Experimental tests were condncted to determine the ability of the HMM: to

reduce the number of word candidates that match any image. Given sentences
-from-test·-samples of running text. a neighborhOOd was caJculated-for each word
by a simulation of the word recognition process. These data were then processed
by theHMM.
Performance was measured by calculating the average neighborhood size per
text word before and after the application of syntax. This statistic is defined as:
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Figure 4. Example of applying the Viterbi algorithm .

N.

ANS, '" Nw i~ nsl

..

"!!t~ tlw is.the_number of words in the ·test -sample and-nsi is the' mimber of
words in the neighborhood for the i " word in the text The improvement in per.
formance is measured by the percentage reduction in ANS" The error ;ale was
also measured. This is the percentage of words with neighborhoods that do not
contain the correct choice after the application of syntax.

In the example presented in Figure 4. N" is 4. ns 1 = I. ns2'" 8. ns3 = I, and
ns. =6. ANS,,,
(1+8+1+6) = 4.0. After the application of both parses,

i
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ANS, was reduced to 1.75. This is an ovexall reduction of about 44 percent in
ANS, with a zero percent error rate.

4.4. Experimental Results
The HMM was applied to correct the text recognition results for the neighborhoods generated from sample A06. A06 is a sample of newspaper reportage that
contains excerpts from the Newark Evening News of March 22. 1961.
Five state-sequences were output for each sentence by the HMM and used to
filter the neighborhoods. Both first and second-order syntactic class transition
probabilities were estimated from the remainder of the corpus.
Results showed that the neighborhoods could be reduced by between 70 and
80 percent with an error rate that ranged from one to five pen:em. 100 best performance was achieved with five state sequences and first order transition probabilities. IntereStingly enough. using second order transitions had little effect on
performance. This might be attributed to a lack of training data.

"

S. Structural Syntactic Constnints
Structnral techniques that produce a complete pa= (or a number of p~) for a
sentence have been used to improve the perfOIll1alU of speech recognition devices. Typically. such methods require that a gnunmar and lexicon be snpplied
that summarize the syntax of the sentenCes of the language that will be encoUDteredo An input sentence is then parsed and word decisions are output that
appear as leIIDinal nodes in the parse tree(s).
Difficulties with such techniques include the need to specify a grammar that
will cover all the instances of a language that will be encountered in practice.
Recently. statistical and scrucmral approaches have been combined to overcome
some of the difficulties in extending parsing techniques to unresmcted teXL
Automatic acquisiiion of lexical knowledge also has become a promising
approach for building the large-scale dictionaries needed by such techoiques.
Recently. parsing techniques have been applied to correct the outpnt of a
word-based text recognition system [8J. A probabilistic lattice was descn'bed
that llSelLsyntactic and semantic constraints to find the liest candidate for each
word image.
Two types of linguistic constrainr were used. One is local word collocation
in which the identity of a word is used to predict the identity of other nearby
words [4]. Global structural constraints are exploited with a chart parsing
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modeL A lattice paISeI' was used that allows for several word candidales at the
same position. and therefore can be directly applied to correcting the neighborhoods output by a -word recognition algorithm. The parser chooses the words on
a path through the lattice that correspond to a legal sentence with the highest
probability of being correct. given the sentences represented in the lattice.
Given the word images from an English sentence. a word recognition algorithm generates a neighborhood for each word image; next. a relaxation procedure reduces the top-n candidates for each image to the two best candidates by
applying word collocation information; the top-2 lists for a sentence form the
word Iaaice processed by the probabilistic lattice chart parser. All possible parse
trees are built from the reduced word lattice; finally. the word candidates
involved in the most preferred parse tree are selected as the correct word candidates and the most preferred parse tree is output

5.1. Word Collocation Data
A reI~tion algorithm based on word collocation statistics is used as a filler to
reduce the top-a word candidates at each location to the into tOp-m. where m <n •
The basic idea of the relaxation algorithm is to use local word colloCation constraints to select the word candidates that have stronger word collocation with
their neighbor words.

Let Wi denote the word image at position i and wij denote the jth word candidate for the word image Wi. where Is.j Son. The word collocation score of
Wij. where Is.j s.n •is

.

T!f WordCollocatiOnScoreOf

.

(Wi_I .. • Wi)

+ I!13X
WordCollocationScoreOf
<_I

(Wlj • Wi+I .. )

where WordCol/ocationScoreOj (word l • word')) is the measurement of the
strength of word collocation of the word pair (word1.word,). After sorting the
word collocation scores of Wij. for j =1. ". ,n. the first m word candidates
with the highest word collocation scores are output.

5.2. Probabilistic Lattice Chart Parser
There are 668 rules in the Cl'G used in this syStem. For example. the following
rules are typical.
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<-

S-BODY •

50

<- WH-S-aODY ?

S-BODY
S-BODY

<- YN-S-900Y
<- NP VP
<- S-BODY CC
<- NN

NP

NP

<- NP pp

NP

<<<-

VP
VP

?
S-BODY

NP CC NP
VB NP
VB

Each of the rules in the grammar is associated with a confidence score which
indicares the priority of the rule in comparison to other rules. A rule with a high
scare means thaI it is more likely to be used.
.

The parser is a bottom-up chart parser. A chan is a graph. that is a set of
nodes and a set of edges linking them. As a data s = . the chart provides a
general. flexible. efficient and economic framework for par,;ing. Every constituent
or strncture derived during parsing is recorded as an edge.

;rhere are five sreps in the parser. They are:
1.

loading a wOld sequence or word 1artice:

2.

loading word tags:

3.

noun phrase parsing;

4.

sentence parsing:

5.

cbeck:ing the chart to find the most preferred paxse tree if it exists.

When parsing is finished. the parser decides whether it failed by checking
whether there exists any edges with labe.l "S". If parsing succeeds. it will print
out the parse tree represented by the "S" edge with the highest confidence
score. If parsing fails. parse trees for fragments of the input wOld sequence are
OUtpuL

5.3. Experimental Results
The chan parsing model was applied to senrences from sample G02 of the
Brown cor:pus. A model for word recognition was used .to.generare.neighborhoods fii'ihe words in the sample. Each neighlxxhood contained !ell words 011
average and no information about the confidence value for the recognition decisiOIlS was used. The overall correct rare for relaxation was 86.4% and the parser
correctly selected 76.2% of the words. This is a significant improvement over the
ten percent correct rare that would be obtained from the neighborhoods.
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6. Structural Semantic Constraints
The underlying meaning of !eXt has been utilized in an innovative way to
improve peIfonnance in a restricted domain by allowing only alternatives that
were sensible in context [I]. The use of definitional overlap in machine·
readable dictionaries and word collocations as semantic representations to
improve the peIfonnance of a handwriting recognition system has also been discussed [5.22]
This section discusses a technique that models the semantic relationships
between words by the network of connections in a thesaurus [13]. The thesaurus
is represemed by a directed graph in which root nodes point to related words.
These words can also be root words that in tum point to other words. and so on.
This structural representation is applied to text recognition by first using a word
recognition algorithm to supply a number of alternatives for the identity of each
word. The alternatives for the words in a passage of text are then recursively
looked up in the thesaurus. Counters associated with each thesaurus word are
incremented when the wolds are encOlHItered in the lookup process. Semantically' related."utematives in the neighborhoods from a passage of text are thus
reinforced and unrelated words are suppressed. A threshold is applied to the
scores to remove unrelated words from neighborhoods.

6.1. Semantic Model: Tbe Tbesaurus
The thesaurus used in this work was a directed graph of words that was commercially available. The thesaurus contained enllies for 25.072 words. Each entry
provides a root word and a list of related words. A minimum of two. a maximum of 257. and an average of 49.2 relared words are in each entry. There are
50.357 different non-root words in the thesaurus.
The potential usefulness of the thesaurus in text recognition is illustrated by
looking up all the words in a sample of text. accumulating the countS. and
observing their distribution of values. The result of applying this process with
two levels of lookup to 2000 words of a story about golfing I is illustrated in
Table 3. The top 40 scores and the associated words are shown. It should be
noted that no scores were accumulated for the true wOlds. Thus any natural bias
is eliminated and the pure effect of the thesaurus is given.
I

ALfr"d Wright. " A duel golfe", will never forge~ " Spats

m...lr..cd. 64. pp. 18·21. April

17,

1961.
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Table 3. Thesaurus activation values after two levels of lookup
COURSE
RANGE
TURN
SPACE
SCALE
STAGE
OPENING
SHADOW
DESCE.'IT
INTERVAL

3423
2360
1985

ROUND
HOLE
CRACK

1790

MEASURE

1608
1548
1383
1334

SlE'
RANK
NOTCH

1292

STRING
GALLERY

1239

RACE

3187
2330
1885
1708
1607

1526
1374
1318
1290
1237

cur
POINT
PLACE
!>lARK
ORDER
BEAT
CYCLE

BANK
PASSAGE
COVER

2445
LINE
2121
SET
1862 OIECK
1687 . PERIOD
1571
FlEW
1493
LEVEL
1350 PIT
1304 GROUND
1274 CIRCUIT
1227
WAY

2-'27
1990
1794
1625
1561
1393
1348
1304
1260
1224

It is very interesting to observe that key terms about golf are very frequenL
For example. golf COURSE. ROUND of golf, make the
driving RANGE.
HOLE in one. are all near the top of the ranking. Numerous other similarities
are also observed.

cur.

6.2. Algorithm
A statement of the algorithm for applying the thesaurus constraint to filtering
neighborhoods outpUt by the word recognition process is below:

I.

Initialize connters for every thesaurus word (50.357)

2.

For every word in every oeighborhood:
Recursively increment activation counters for lookup(word).

3.

Rank the neighborhoods of content words (nouns) by:
Confidence( word ) = counter{ word ) I sum of crunters in neighbor-

4.

Reduce neighborhoods by thresholding tbe confidence value.

hood

The function lookup(wonl) rerurns tbe list of related words from the thesaurus.
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6.3. Experimental Results
The thesaurus a1gorilhm was applied to correct simulated text recognition results
from subset A38 of the Brown corpus. Two levels of thesaurus lookup were performed and the lexicon for the entire corpus was used. Using one level of
lookup in the thesanrus. a neighborhood size reduction of about ten percent was
achieved wilh an error rate of less !han half a percent. Using a Sinmlatioo in
which the input neighborhoods contained approximately 15 words. a reduction of
14.82 percent was achieved wilh an error rate of 1.54 percent. When two levels
of lookup were used. this was improved to a 19.59 percent reduction with a 0.77
percent error rate.

7. Discussion and Conclusions
This paper discussed several classes of technique that utilize language level syntaCtic and semantic constraints to improve the perfmmance of a word recognition
algorjlhm. The information used by such methods can generally be classified as
graphical. vocabulary. statistical. saucrural-synw:tic. and sauctln"a1-semantic.
Each area was discussed and algorithms that use each type of infoIlllation were
presented.
Acknowledgments. Siamak: Khoubyari. Yanboog Li and Tao Hong colllributed
to the preparation of this paper.
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